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Let N((w, r), T ) denote the minimum number of points in a (w, r)-cover-free
family having T blocks. In this paper, we prove two new lower bounds on N.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cover-free families were first introduced in 1964 by Kautz and Singleton
[9] to investigate superimposed binary codes. These structures have been
discussed in several equivalent formulations in subjects such as information
theory, combinatorics, and group testing by numerous researchers (see, for
example, [1, 2, 48, 12]). In 1988, Mitchell and Piper [10] defined the
concept of key distribution patterns, which are in fact a generalized type of
cover-free family. Some papers giving constructions and bounds for these
objects include [3, 4, 11, 13].
Here is the definition of a cover-free family.
Definition 1.1. Let X be an n-set and let F be a set of subsets (blocks)
of X. (X, F ) is called a (w, r)-cover-free family (or (w, r)-CFF) provided
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that, for any w blocks B1 , ..., Bw # F and any other r blocks A1 , ..., Ar # F,
we have
,
w
i=1
Bi 3 .
r
j=1
Aj .
Note that the classical definition of cover-free family is the case w=1 of
our definiton.
Let N((w, r), T) denote the minimum number of points in any (w, r)-
CFF having T blocks. The best known upper bounds on N((w, r), T) (see
[3, 4, 13]) use probabilistic methods. In [13], the upper bound was stated
as
N((w, r), T )
(w+r) log T
&log p
,
where
p=1&
rrww
(r+w)r+w
.
In this paper, we discuss lower bounds on N((w, r), T ).
Lower bounds on N((1, r), T ) have been studied by several researchers.
Sperner’s theorem states that
N \(1, 1), \ nw n2x++n
for all positive integers n2. The best lower bounds on N((1, r), T) for
general r are found in [2, 7, 12], where different proofs of the following
theorem can be found.
Theorem 1.1. For any r2, it holds that
N((1, r), T )c
r2
log r
log T,
for some constant c.
The constant c in Theorem 1.1 is shown to be approximately 12 in [2],
approximately 14 in [7] and approximately 18 in [12].
Lower bounds on N((w, r), T ) for arbitrary w were first discussed in
Dyer et al [3]. More recently, Engel [4] proved the following two
improved bounds.
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Theorem 1.2. N((w, r), T)( w+r&1w ) log(T&r&w+2).
Theorem 1.3. For any =>0, it holds that
N((w, r), T)(1&=)
(w+r&2)w+r&2
(w&1)w&1 (r&1)r&1
log(T&r&w+2)
for all sufficiently large T.
We provide two new bounds in this paper, which are stated as Theorem
3.2 and Theorem 4.4. The proofs we give are purely combinatorial and
quite simple, and are based on a new recursive formula that we prove in
the next section.
Our lower bounds are usually better than the bounds given in [3, 4]. In
particular, our bounds build on the bound of Theorem 1.2. If we fix w
(respectively, r) and let r (respectively, w) vary, then our results are always
stronger than the previous bounds. For fixed r, Theorem 3.2 improves
Theorem 1.2 by a factor of wlog w, and Theorem 4.4 improves Theorem
1.3 by a factor of w2log w. On the other hand, when w=r, Theorem 1.3
is better than our Theorem 4.4 by a factor of - w.
Logarithms used in this paper are always to the base two.
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
In this section, we present a few easy preliminary lemmas that we will
use later.
Lemma 2.1. Let Ai be an arbitrary block in F=[A1 , A2 , ..., AT] and let
Bi Ai . If F is (w, r)-cover-free, where r2, then
(1) F 1=[Aj "Bi : 1 jT, j{i] is (w, r&1)-cover-free, and
(2) |F 1|=T&1.
Proof. (1) Suppose that
,
w
t=1
(Aet "B i)(Aj1 "Bi) _ (A j2"Bi) _ } } } _ (Ajr&1 "Bi),
where [e1 , ..., ew] _ [ j1 , ..., jr&1][1, ..., T ]"[i]. Then
,
w
t=1
Aet Aj1 _ Aj2 _ } } } _ Ajr&1 _ Ai ,
which is a contradiction.
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(2) First we note that Aj "Bi=% < for any j=% i. Next, we show for any
j1 , j2 {i that Aj1 "Bi {Aj2 "Bi . This is seen easily since Aj1 "Bi=Aj2"B i
implies that Aj1 Aj2 _ Ai , which is a contradiction, since r2. The result
follows. K
The following lemma can be proved in a similar way.
Lemma 2.2. Let Ai be an arbitrary block in F=[A1 , A2 , ..., AT]. If F
is (w, r)-cover-free, where w2. Then
(1) F 2=[Aj & Ai : 1 jT, j{i] is (w&1, r)-cover-free,
(2) |F 2|=T&1.
The following lemma is simple.
Lemma 2.3. N((w, r), T )=N((r, w), T).
Proof. (X, F ) is a (w, r)-CFF if and only if (X, F ) is an (r, w)-CFF,
where F =[F : F # F ]. K
Now we prove the following recursive formula that is the basis of our
new bounds.
Lemma 2.4. N((w, r), T )N((w, r&1), T&1)+N((w&1, r), T&1).
Proof. Suppose (X, F ) is a (w, r)-CFF with |X |=n=N((w, r), T) and
|F |=T. Choose a block Ai # F and let n1=|A i |. Then (X"Ai , F 1) is a
(w, r&1)-CFF with n&n1 points, and (X & Ai , F 2) is a (w&1, r)-CFF
with n1 points (where F 1 and F 2 are defined in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively). It is clear that n&n1N((w, r&1), T&1) and n1
N((w&1, r), T&1). Thus
N((w, r), T)=n=n&n1+n1
N((w, r&1), T&1)+N((w&1, r), T&1). K
3. THE FIRST BOUND
To discuss the first bound, we define
g(w, r, T )=
\w+rw +
log(w+r)
log T.
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The function g has the following property, which can be easily proved
using the fact that the function log xlog(x&1) is decreasing for x>1.
Lemma 3.1. For w, r2 and Tw+r, it holds that
g(w, r, T )g(w, r&1, T&1)+ g(w&1, r, T&1).
From the above lemma, we obtain the following bound.
Theorem 3.2. For w, r1 and Tw+r>2, we have
N((w, r), T )2c
\w+rw +
log(w+r)
log T,
where c is the same constant as in Theorem 1.1.
Proof. First consider the case w=1. From Theorem 1.1, we have
N((w, r), T)c
r2
log r
log T.
We will show that
c
r2
log r
log T2c
r+1
log(r+1)
log T,
which is equivalent to showing that
r2 log(r+1)
(r+1) log r
2.
Since the left side of the above inequality is an increasing function of r, we
have
r2
r+1
log(r+1)
log r

4
3
log 3>2,
since r2.
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The case r=1 is similar, in view of Lemma 2.3.
For the general case where r, w2, we prove the bound by induction on
w+r as
N((w, r), T )N((w&1, r), T&1)+N((w, r&1), T&1)
2cg(w&1, r, T&1)+2cg(w, r&1, T&1)
2cg((w, r), T ).
Here, the first inequality comes from Lemma 2.4, the second one comes
from an induction assumption, and the third one comes from Lemma 3.1.
K
4. THE SECOND BOUND
Our second bound is considerably larger than our first bound. However,
we can only prove that this bound holds asymptotically.
Define
h(w, r)=
\w+rw + (w+r)
log \w+rw +
.
We will discuss some properties of the function h(w, r), but first we need
an easy preliminary lemma.
Lemma 4.1. For positive integers w and r, we have
(w+r)w+r
wwrr
=
1
wwrr
:
w+r
i=0
wirw+r&i \w+ri +>\
w+r
w + .
The following lemma establishes an important property of the function
h(w, r).
Lemma 4.2. For integers w, r2, it holds that
h(w, r)<h(w&1, r)+h(w, r&1).
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Proof. For w, r2, we have
h(w&1, r)+h(w, r&1)&h(w, r)
=
\w+r&1w&1 + (w+r&1)
log \w+r&1w&1 +
+
\w+r&1w + (w+r&1)
log \w+r&1w +
&
\w+rw + (w+r)
log \w+rw +
=
\w+r&1w&1 + (w+r&1)
log \w+r&1w&1 +
+
\w+r&1w + (w+r&1)
log \w+r&1w +
&
\w+r&1w + (w+r)
log \w+rw +
&
\w+r&1w&1 + (w+r)
log \w+rw +
=\w+r&1w&1 +
(w+r) log
w+r
w
&log \w+rw +
log \w+r&1w&1 + log \
w+r
w +
&\w+r&1w +
log \w+rw +&(w+r) log
w+r
r
log \w+rw + log \
w+r&1
w +
.
Now suppose wr (note that the function h is symmetric in r and w, so
we can make this assumption without loss of generality). Then
\w+r&1w&1 +\
w+r&1
w + .
For rw, we have
\w+rw +
w+r

(w+r)w+r
wwrr
>\w+rw +
by Lemma 4.1, so we have
(w+r) log
w+r
w
&log \w+rw +>0.
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Thus
h(w&1, r)+h(w, r&1)&h(w, r)
\w+r&1w&1 +
(w+r) log
w+r
w
&log \w+rw +
log \w+r&1w + log \
w+r
w +
&\w+r&1w +
log \w+rw +&(w+r) log
w+r
r
log \w+rw + log \
w+r&1
w +
=
\w+r&1w +
log \w+rw + log \
w+r&1
w +
\wr (w+r) log
w+r
w
+(w+r) log
w+r
r
&
w+r
r
log \w+rw ++ .
Thus, we need to show that
w
r
(w+r) log
w+r
w
+(w+r) log
w+r
r
&
w+r
r
log \w+rw +>0,
which is equivalent to showing that
\w+rw +
w(w+r)r
\w+rr +
(w+r)
>\w+rw +
(w+r)r
.
Simplifying, we get
\w+rw +
w((w+r)r)
\w+rr )+
r((w+r)r)
>\w+rw +
(w+r)r
,
or
\w+rw +
w
\w+rr +
r
>\w+rw + ,
which follows from Lemma 4.1. K
The following lemma is easy to verify.
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Lemma 4.3. For all r2, it holds that
0.7
(r+1)2
log(r+1)
<
r2
log r
.
Now we prove our second bound.
Theorem 4.4. For any integers w, r1, there exists an integer Tw, r such
that
N((w, r), T )0.7c
\w+rw + (w+r)
log \w+rw +
log T
for all T>Tw, r , where c is the same constant as in Theorem 1.2.
Proof. First for w=1, we have
N((1, r), T)c
r2
log r
log T>0.7c
(r+1)2
log(r+1)
log T
by Lemma 4.3. The case r=1 is equivalent, in view of Lemma 2.3. Thus we
can assume that w, r2, and hence w+r4.
For s4, let
:s=min {h(w&1, r)+h(w, r&1)h(w, r) : w+rs, w, r2= .
By Lemma 4.2, we have :s>1. Since
lim
T  
log T
log(T&1)
=1,
there exists a sequence of integers Ts , s=4, 5, ..., such that
:s
log T
log(T&1)
for all T>Ts
and TsTs&1+1, for all s4.
Now we prove the conclusion by induction on s=w+r. Let T>Ts ; then
T&1>Ts&1 . By induction we have
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N((w, r), T)N((w&1, r), T&1)+N((w, r&1), T&1)
0.7c } (h(w&1, r)+h(w, r&1)) log(T&1)
=0.7c
h(w&1, r)+h(w, r&1)
h(w+r)
h(w+r) log(T&1)
0.7c } :w+r } h(w+r) log(T&1)
0.7c } h(w+r) log T,
as required. K
Our feeling is that the above bound is true not only for T sufficiently
large, but in fact for all T. It also appears unlikely that our bound could
be improved significantly by an approach based on Lemma 2.4 together
with Theorem 1.2. This is based on the following experimental evidence.
Define
p(1, r)= p(r, 1)=
r2
log r
and let p(w, r)= p(w&1, r)+ p(w, r&1) for r, w2. We computed p(w, r)
for r+w400, and found that h(w, r)<p(r, w)<1.762 h(w, r) for all such
values of r and w.
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